On the Tokamakà Configuration Variable (TCV), electron internal transport barriers (eITBs) can be formed during a gradual evolution from a centrally peaked to a hollow current profile while all external actuators are held constant. The formation occurs rapidly (<τ eE ) and locally and, according to ASTRA modelling, is consistent with the appearance of a local minimum in the safety factor (q) profile. The eITB is sustained by non-inductively driven currents (including the off-axis bootstrap current) for many current redistribution times while the current in the tokamak transformer is held constant. The maximum duration is limited by the pulse length of the gyrotrons. The transformer coil can be used as a counter (or co-) current source with negligible accompanying input power. In established eITBs the performance can be enhanced (degraded) by altering solely the central current or q-profile. New experiments show that the same stationary eITB performance can be reached starting from discharges with centrally peaked current. A fine scan in surface voltage shows a smooth increase in performance and no sudden improvement with voltage despite the fact that q min must pass through several low-order rational values. The appearance, in 
Introduction
Particle and heat transport in tokamaks is often referred to as anomalous as the measured confinement times are much less than those predicted by neoclassical theory in which the loss of particles and heat is supposed to result primarily from binary Coulomb collisions between particles. The excess losses in the plasma 'core region' (i.e. between the plasma edge and a potentially sawtoothing region where strong MHD phenomena play a dominant role) are believed to be caused by micro-turbulence [1] . Plasma discharge conditions are experimentally found in which the global energy confinement is strongly and suddenly increased. These states are of particular interest for fusion reactors where high confinement is required.
The improvement in confinement (relative to standard scalings, typically derived from regression analysis of multi-machine databases) occurs when the turbulence responsible for the underlying transport is reduced or suppressed, even if only in a small region of the poloidal cross-section [2] . The local reduction of transport leads to a more global increase in pressure everywhere inside (i.e. at smaller normalized minor radius than) the region of reduced transport. Such a localized region of reduced transport is referred to as a transport barrier; i.e. an obstacle to transport. The well-known H-mode is characterized by a transport barrier which occurs at the edge of the plasma and results in an overall improvement of the energy confinement by a factor of ∼2. The performance of a plasma with enhanced confinement is quantified by an 'H -factor'-the ratio of the measured to scaling law global energy confinement.
Internal transport barriers (ITBs) occur not at the plasma edge but further towards the magnetic axis, typically near mid-radius. Although a smaller volume of the plasma is enclosed by ITBs, H -factors have been found to be as high as or higher than those of the H-mode and to occur on many machines (see, e.g. two recent reviews of ITBs- [2, 3] ). ITBs can occur in the ion and/or electron transport channels.
An international database on ITBs has been gathered to help understand the conditions which lead to and the parameters which allow control of ITBs. The database contains both global and profile information. The Tokamakà Configuration Variable (TCV) has recently contributed to the global electron ITB (eITB) data [4] . In particular, because of the relatively modest machine size (major radius R 0 = 0.88 m, minor radius a = 0.25 m) and magnetic field (B 0 = 1.5 T) but large electron cyclotron (EC) heating power used in these experiments (up to 2 s, 3 MW at the 2nd harmonic), the ratio of the EC pulse time τ p to the current redistribution time τ crt and especially to the electron energy confinement time τ eE is larger than most other machines (up to 9 and 1000, respectively). Another key TCV feature is that the plasma current can be entirely sustained by non-inductive electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) [5, 6] . Combining all these attributes results in eITBs in which the current profiles, and therefore the q and shear (s = (r/q)dq/dr) profiles, are completely relaxed. An early result from TCV in the study of eITBs was the demonstration of good alignment between the barrier and the bootstrap current [7] in a fully non-inductive stationary eITB with high bootstrap fraction. This is important because the bootstrap current plays a defining role in the evolution of eITBs as will be once again highlighted in this paper.
Previous experiments have shown the importance of the magnetic shear in both the formation and performance of eITBs [8, 9] . Several machines have reported a dependence on the minimum value of the q-profile q min as well; ITBs form more readily when q min is at a low order rational value [3 and reference therein]. On TCV, no direct measurement of the current profile is available, so we rely on eITB control by continuously adjustable external actuators to scan the q-profile, which is then estimated with the aid of modelling. Recent diagnostic advances have permitted us to begin MHD spectroscopy in the absence of fast ions and toroidal Alfvén eigenmode (TAE) destabilization. This is done using tomographic inversion of a 64-chord dual multiwire proportional x-ray (DMPX) detector array and magnetic island perturbation modelling [10] .
In this paper we describe systematic experiments performed to investigate the dependence of the H-factor and the barrier formation on the q-profiles. In the next section, the experimental scenario and diagnostic configuration are described, highlighting in particular those diagnostics which are used to constrain the modelling. The barrier formation is discussed in section 3 and barrier control and q-profile variation experiments in section 4. Finally q-profile simulations are outlined in section 5 followed by a summary of results and conclusions. Figure 1 shows time traces from several important diagnostics ((a), (e), ( f )) and actuators ((b)-(d)) in a newly developed eITB scenario in which most of the various eITB control tools available on TCV are used. The following measurements are shown for two discharges: (a) plasma current, (b) EC launcher angles, (c) EC total power, (d) transformer current, (e) vertical position of magnetic axis, ( f ) DMPX central chord, (g) current drive efficiency parameter from Thomson scattering (TS) measurements (T e /n e ) and (h) H RLW factor (confinement time normalized to the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins (RLW) scaling [13] ) also derived from TS measurements. Some of the unique features of TCV eITB scenarios are highlighted by this figure, including real-time moveable EC launchers, fully non-inductive operation, inductive co/counter current drive and high spatial and temporal resolution DMPX measurements, in addition to uniquely flexible plasma control capabilities for plasma positioning and shaping.
Experimental set-up
A plasma is formed using a standard inductive current ramp-up and plasma current, I p , feedback control. The 16 poloidal field coils are used to shape the plasma to the desired elongation, κ, and triangularity, δ. The vertical position is also adjusted to place the plasma magnetic axis symmetrically between the upper lateral and equatorial ports in which six independent, 0.5 MW, 2 s EC wave beam launchers are situated. (TCV is equipped with a further 1.5 MW of 3rd harmonic heating from three 118 GHz gyrotrons, not used in these low density plasmas due to the low optical depth.) By 0.1 s I p ( figure 1(a) ) has reached the preprogrammed value of 0.1 MA and the feedback control now maintains a pre-programmed timetrace of the transformer-coil current I oh (rather than I p ). At 0.5 s, the EC power ( figure 1(c) ) is turned on and maintained at a low value (∼200 kW/gyrotron) while |dI oh /dt| is simultaneously decreased by a factor of 5-50, depending on the shot, or set to zero (as in figure 1(d) -see also figure 6 ). This level of EC input power is typically one order of magnitude larger than the preceding Ohmic power; consequently, the plasma electron temperature T e and I p rise; n e also increases. This transition lasts ∼100 ms, after which the EC power is ramped up to the desired power and is then, generally, maintained for 1 s or more.
Each EC launcher directs a separate Gaussian beam of 82.7 GHz radiation into the plasma where it is absorbed near the Doppler-shifted, relativistic, 2nd harmonic resonance. The beams can be oriented to heat only (ECH) or to also drive current (ECCD) in either the same (co) or p e e19 Figure 1 . Key diagnostic and actuator traces in two shots in which the plasma vertical position was moved between 1.2 and 2 s during the eITB phase of the discharge: (a) plasma current, (b) EC launcher angles, (c) EC total power, (d) transformer current, (e) vertical position of magnetic axis, ( f ) DMPX central chord, (g) current drive efficiency parameter from TS measurements (T e /n e19 ) and (h) H RLW factor. In shot 29940 (red lines), the EC angles are held fixed and the confinement degrades. In 29948 (blue lines), the EC angles are pre-programmed to follow the plasma motion and the H -factor is maintained. the opposite (counter) direction as the initial inductive current. They can be swept during a shot, although, this feature is seldom used in eITB scenarios as the beam moves in both the vertical (poloidal) and horizontal (toroidal) projection planes simultaneously. Nevertheless the sweeping capability has recently allowed a first demonstration of open-loop eITB control in an experiment designed to provide improved spatial resolution of the TS temperature and density profiles (see figure 2) , their gradients, and the relationship between them, in order to elucidate the nature of the particle transport [11] . In both discharges (or 'shots') the plasma vertical axis is lowered by ∼2.5 cm between 1.25 and 2 s (figure 1(e)). In the first shot, 29940, the actuators (θ laun figure 1(b)) are fixed in position while in the second, 29948, the actuators are pre-programmed to maintain a constant off-axis co-ECCD location based on TORAY-GA [12] ray-tracing calculations. The initial angles (prior to 1.25 s) are different between the two shots to provide the equivalent average parallel refractive index in each. This is necessary because of the launcher construction geometry.
The high additional heating power, the low densities used for efficient ECCD-scaling as T e /n e (figure 1( f ))-and the low I p chosen for fully non-inductive operation all contribute to keeping the electron energy confinement times to the order of a few milliseconds; therefore, the EC pulse is generally several hundred times longer than the confinement time, as mentioned earlier. The current redistribution time is on the order of 0.2 s [9] , so the discharge reaches the steady state and the current profile is completely relaxed. For TCV, H -factors (figure 1(g)) are generally reported for the steady-state portion of the discharge. The appropriate normalization of the confinement time is the RLW scaling [13] , which matches the baseline, electrondominated TCV L-mode confinement.
Barrier formation and evolution
The barrier growth takes place in two stages. In the first stage, the formation, a small but rapid change in the transport, occurs, very locally, off-axis, within the first few current redistribution times following the removal of the external inductive drive [8] . The change in confinement is evidenced most clearly by a sudden increase in the soft x-ray emission along chords of the DMPX which pass through the central region of the plasma: outside the barrier 'foot' the emission remains the same before and after the barrier formation. This is shown in figure 3 for shot 28873 at 0.604 s and typically occurs before ∼0.8 s in all shots. Figure 3 shows (a) the time traces of the 3 chords indicated in (b) one passing through the plasma centre and one at each foot of the barrier as seen clearly in (c). The second stage, the barrier evolution, occurs later in the same shot (e.g. ∼0.95 s), giving a larger but slower increase in the H-factor. Both stages are shown in figure 4 , superimposed on the same relative-time axis to facilitate the comparison of the time scales. For this entire shot, the launcher angles were constant and the deposition location was constant within the accuracy of the ray-tracing. All EC power was providing co-ECCD, off-axis at normalized radii (ρ = (V /V tot ) 1/2 , where V is the enclosed volume) between 0.4 and 0.5. This is also the location where the barrier foot occurred. The centre of the power deposition is indicated as a black ellipse in figure 3(c). The deposition profile is well approximated by a Gaussian and roughly half of the power is deposited inside the barrier foot, once it appears.
In contrast to ITBs formed on many machines by early heating and a fast current ramp to delay the current penetration to the plasma axis, in TCV we begin from an Ohmic discharge with the current peaked on axis and we make transition to a fully non-inductively driven discharge. When the inductive drive is removed and replaced by the appropriate off-axis ECCD, the barrier forms as the current redistributes itself and the central Ohmic current decays away over a relatively slow current redistribution time. The total current profile becomes hollow.
As the shear flattens, at a specific time the confinement suddenly improves in the low shear region, the temperature increases there as does the temperature gradient near the transition to the region where the shear is still large and the confinement is poorer. For a given input power, a balance is rapidly reached between the improvement in confinement and the increase in temperature, so the barrier ceases to grow (blue curve of figure 4). This transition occurs rapidly (confinement time-scales, i.e. a few milliseconds, as mentioned above) as it involves primarily the balance of energy sources and sinks. In fact, the observation of the fast change has been used to deduce that the change in confinement must occur on a much shorter time-scale than the energy confinement time, exhibiting threshold-like behaviour [8] . The green curve of figure 4 shows that later in the same shot, the barrier grows stronger, more slowly, even though the actuators are held constant. The barrier can be enhanced in a positive feedback loop internal to the plasma itself [14] , governed by the evolution of the bootstrap current [15] . The bootstrap current is largest off-axis and grows as a result of the increased temperature (and often, density) gradient when either more power is added inside the barrier or central counter current is added, improving confinement by further decreasing the shear. Both methods (power and central counter current) have been employed using either ECCD [14] or, more recently, inductive current driven by the transformer [9, 16] . The latter provides the first clear demonstration that modifying the current profile alone is sufficient to improve the confinement since the inductive current drive efficiency is so large [17] that the power input to the plasma is completely negligible in these experiments. We use these results to guide our interpretation of the second stage of growth in shot 28873.
The shot 28873 is one of a series in which the total input power and power deposition location was kept the same-in particular the power deposition was only off-axis-but the off-axis current drive magnitude was changed from shot to shot by combining co-and counter-ECCD in various proportions. Shot 28873 has the highest driven current in the series and exhibits the second stage of barrier growth, whereas the other shots revert to a state of lower confinement (loss of the barrier) before the evolution stage can occur; typically after a time O(τ crt ). When the barrier is lost, the plasma temperature drops, the current drive efficiency is reduced and the plasma current begins to decrease. In some instances, the barrier is reformed. This process can occur several times before the end of the discharge. A similar effect can be seen in figure 1( f ) (shots not belonging to the series) between 0.8 and 0.9 s, where there is a sudden decrease and later a sudden increase in the central soft x-ray emission. However, for the shots shown in figure 1 , the power is being increased, compensating for the loss in current drive efficiency, and so the barrier eventually evolves to a strong barrier. These two observations suggest that in shot 28873, we were close to the limit of strong barrier evolution for the given input power (1.35 MW) and current drive configuration used. During the strong barrier evolution, the plasma current rises as does the density and the bootstrap current, whereas the barrier formation involves mainly the temperature profile [11] .
To explain the slower evolution, it is hypothesized that a slow change occurred in the relative positions of the co-ECCD and the barrier foot, such that at the later time enough power was deposited inside the barrier to increase the gradients, pushing the gain in the bootstrap cycle [14] above one and triggering the evolution of the barrier. This occurs on a central current redistribution time-scale as evidenced by the q-profile simulations described in section 5. Similar small displacements could explain the multiple barrier losses and reappearances described above. So far it has not been possible to experimentally confirm this hypothesis within the measurement errors: but it is motivated by the experimental observation that very small changes in the beam aiming can prevent successful barrier formation and that shot to shot reproducibility is not always assured. (The two shots of figure 1 in which the plasma is intentionally displaced by a much larger relative distance is an extreme example of sensitivity to deposition location.)
Although the formation and evolution stages are well separated in time in the marginal configuration with off-axis deposition only, we can provide a more robust scenario by adding power inside the barrier. In this case the peak in the bootstrap current is well aligned with the barrier location and remains stable for up to 1.5 s (see figure 5 and the definition of barrer location, below), i.e. more than 4 times longer than the ∼0.35 s between the barrier formation and the barrier evolution in shot 28873. This scenario can be used in steady state without the need to actively reduce or enhance the bootstrap feedback 'gain' by adjusting the actuators, as would be the case if the barrier location where to grow or shrink.
The limiting factor for the barrier strength and the maximum value of the H -factor that can be achieved is the appearance of any of resistive or infernal MHD mode activity, sawtooth-like rise and crash cycles, collapse of the plasma β (minor disruptions) or oscillations of the total current and/or of the plasma boundary.
Finally, the rapid formation of the barrier is not always observed, in particular in cases with significant power deposition inside the location where the barrier will form. The two stages may occur simultaneously with the larger, slower evolution effectively masking the small and rapid formation stage or the rapid formation might occur during the density transition at EC power turn-on making it impossible to see with high temporal resolution diagnostics such as x-ray cameras.
Barrier control and the q-profile
The TCV has demonstrated control of the strong barrier H -factor by changing the barrier strength alone or both its strength and location. In the stationary eITBs, the barrier is broader if the co-ECCD deposition is further off-axis. The barrier is stronger (higher H-factor) if, for the same co-ECCD location, the central shear is more reversed. The strength and location have been quantified in various ways using both measured [14] or modelled [18] quantities (ρ * T and the location of its maximum, where ρ * T = ρ s /L T , ρ s is the ion Larmor radius calculated at the sound speed and L T = T e /∇T e is the electron temperature scale length, or q 0 /q min and ρ qmin , respectively). As the TS measurements are extremely punctual (few hundred nanoseconds), but of relatively low repetition rate (20 Hz), they are subject to significant statistical fluctuation in a turbulent plasma [11] ; nevertheless, the directly measured quantities are preferred as they are readily obtained and do not rely on modelling assumptions to which q 0 , in particular, is very sensitive. Therefore we use a flux-surface-averaged ρ * T when describing the barriers. With a newer experimental technique [9] , control has been achieved using inductive current: in a pre-existing barrier, moderate modifications of the shear alone caused changes in the barrier strength without changing the barrier location [16] . This is done by using a constant transformer coil current ramp. The resulting EMF can be such as to drive either 'co' or 'counter' central current. By driving enough central 'co' inductive current, the barrier is destroyed, both the strength and barrier location being eroded when the hollow total current profile is filled in and the shear becomes everywhere positive.
A different version of this technique has been explored recently by scanning dI oh /dt in a shot to shot manner starting from the inductive portion of the discharge as opposed to starting from the stationary barrier. At 0.5 s, dI oh /dt was set to a constant value intermediate between the standard (no barrier forms) and zero ramp rates (where the barrier forms within a few hundred milliseconds consistent on the current redistribution time [19] ). The ramp-rate value is changed by a small amount between shots. In some shots, the ramp-rate is positive (central counter inductive current).
This constitutes a scan in surface voltage. Figure 6 shows the resulting H-factor as a function of loop voltage. Each point corresponds to one TS measurement of the temperature and density profiles (∼25 vertical measurement points within the plasma) used to calculate the H-factor. The measurements are made each 50 ms and dI oh /dt is averaged over the same interval. Only that portion of the discharge where the total current profile has relaxed is used. This ensures that a stationary state has been attained which can be readily compared with the previous experiment.
The discharges start with a monotonic Ohmic discharge q-profile with q 0 < 2. By the time of the stationary part of the discharge some shots have passed to negative central shear (non-monotonic q-profiles) and therefore have a minimum in the q-profile (q min ). The current ramp-rate is constant in each shot. The final q min changes from shot to shot over a range which is estimated to span at least the q = 2 rational value. Figure 6 shows that the H-factor increases smoothly as a function of the loop voltage: there is no apparent discontinuity in the curve as might be expected if a particular q min played a special role in the barrier formation. Rather, the confinement improves smoothly with decreasing shear. Figure 6 also shows the data from the previous experiments starting from the barrier (stars) in which q min was estimated to vary between q min (= q 0 ) = 1.3 and q min = 2.3 for a loop voltage range of −30-+30 mV [9] . The two experiments show the same behaviour: equivalent confinement can be attained independent of the path followed to reach the stationary state. Figure 3 (also figure 4) shows an example of a rapidly forming barrier (shot 28873). During the rise of the central soft x-ray emission during the barrier formation, an MHD mode is detected at nearly the same radial location as the foot of the barrier (the foot being defined as the location at which the line-integrated soft x-ray emission signal remains constant at barrier formation while chords viewing closer to the centre show a distinct increase). The toroidal mode number is found to be n = 1 from the toroidal array of magnetic pick-up coils. The full poloidal array of Mirnov coil signals was not available for this shot, but determination of the poloidal mode number by the poloidal array in a later identical shot provided a best estimate of m = 3, though the signal strength was small. The mode frequency is 11.2 kHz at 0.608 s-the time of analysis-and rises slowly until just prior to the evolution of the barrier near 0.95 s, where it rises more rapidly. This frequency variation is the same in both shots.
q-profile modelling
The location of the mode is clearly determined using the signals from the DMPX (200 kHz sampling). Inverting the profiles assuming emissivity is a flux function allows both the location and island width to be determined through a further analysis of the variations relative to the average inverted profile. The modelling procedure uses the m and n mode numbers as inputs (to define the type of current perturbation to be modelled). It assumes that the perturbed emissivity is a flux-function of the island flux surfaces and provides a best fit to the perturbed data after fast-fourier transform filtering of the signals over a time window of approximately 2 ms. The measured and modelled perturbation of the island emissivity are shown in figure 7 (a), along with a snapshot of the 2D structure of the mode in the poloidal plane ( figure 7(b) ). The existence and location of this mode, i.e. of the q = 3 surface, can be used to constrain the modelling of q-profiles in a similar way that Alfvén eigenmodes are used to perform MHD spectroscopy [20] . At present, a simple visual comparison of the simulated q-profiles and the mode location has been carried out during a sensitivity study.
The q-profiles are simulated using the ASTRA code [21] to calculate the current diffusion and profiles in the diagnostic mode. The experimentally measured electron density and temperature profiles and loop voltages are input to ASTRA along with the EC driven current profile. The ECCD is determined from Fokker-Planck modelling of the wave-particle interaction in the presence of radial particle diffusion during the stationary portion of the discharge (when the electric field is zero) [22] . The particle diffusivity D(ρ, t) is chosen proportional to the electron thermal diffusivity χ e (ρ, t), derived from a power balance in the steady-state portion of the discharge. The constant of proportionality (0.12 in shot 28873) is constrained by forcing the integrated ECCD profile to match I cd = I p − I bs . In shot 28873, which exhibited the 3/1 island, there is no power deposited in the plasma centre; therefore χ e in this region is ill-determined using the power balance method. This is, however, a primary region of interest as it is inwards from the barrier foot and is thus the region of high stored energy.
Previous simulations using modelled χ coupled to the ASTRA code have shown [23] that the measurements available on TCV within their uncertainties are not sufficient to distinguish whether the barrier is a narrow region of good confinement (as the term barrier implies) or whether the entire region between the barrier foot and the centre has reduced transport under these heating conditions. In this paper we choose a constant D 0 to characterize the region from the plasma centre out to the location where the power balance D(ρ) is equal to D 0 : somewhere to the inside of the barrier foot. The existence of the 3/1 mode should allow D 0 to be estimated: several simulations, each with a different D 0 , provide a range of possible ECCD profiles as inputs to ASTRA. The evolution of the q-profiles shows the loss of the q = 3 surface at later times as D 0 is increased from 0.024 (near neo-classical) to 0.6 m 2 s −1 in the simulations. For example, with a value of 0.06 m 2 s −1 there is a coincidence of the q = 3 surface and the s = 0 location (minimum in q) at the time that the barrier forms and the mode starts. The q = 3 surface disappears ∼100 ms later as q min > 3, whereas the mode continues to exist in the experiment. On the other hand for D 0 = 0.24 m 2 s −1 the q = 3 surface remains in the plasma for a much longer time but the barrier forms at positive shear 0 < s < 1. It should be noted that the absolute value of the shear necessary for the barrier to form is not known theoretically. Near or just after the time of the barrier formation, the simulated shear varies from s = 0 to s = 1 (the typical range of discussion according to theory) over a distance of ∼10% in ρ. This is roughly the equivalent of the EC absorption width (∼3 cm) (see figure 8 ), 3-4 channels of the DMPX, one pixel of the 10-camera, 200-chord, x-ray-tomography inversion image when available and the distance between TS measurements. It is ∼50% larger than the standard TCV free-boundary equilibrium reconstruction resolution. The variation in the location of a given shear surface with D 0 in the simulation range mentioned above is of a similar magnitude at present, so it is not possible to make a more definitive statement regarding the precise value of the shear (or similarly q min ) at the moment of the barrier formation. On the other hand, the simulations are consistent with the picture that the reduction of the magnetic shear to near zero values plays the key role in the barrier formation [9, 14] , within the experimental measurement errors. This provides the motivation for performing the controlled experiments using well-established actuators. Figure 8 shows the modelling sensitivity to variations in Z eff which affects (most strongly) the evolution of the inductive current. Here Z eff (with a flat radial profile) was varied over the experimentally observed range of 2-4 and the disappearance of the q = 3 surface is advanced by 50-70 ms (depending on whether one considers ρ = 0 or ρ ∼ 0.4 where the mode and barrier are found). This level of sensitivity is not excessive, so it will be possible to use the MHD activity, when present, to refine the simulations even in the absence of a Z eff radial profile measurement. Finally, the simulation results also show that the time-scale of the evolution stage of the barrier growth is well matched: the barrier forms at a time consistent with the appearance of very low shear in the plasma, and the barrier evolves as the shear becomes more negative in the plasma centre while the bootstrap current increases.
Conclusions
We have shown by new experiments that the same stationary state of highly improved confinement can be reached evolving directly from an Ohmic discharge with peaked central current as from a pre-existing barrier with reversed shear. A fine scan of minimum q has been performed by reducing the central current in a shot to shot manner and no step in the H -factor as a function of surface voltage was seen, showing that on TCV there is no preference in q min for forming an eITB with high input power. These results confirm previous lower power experiments using different off-axis ECCD deposition locations, showing that the stationary barrier is robust. Note that sensitivity to q min at the barrier formation is greatly reduced when above the power threshold for barrier formation [25] . Both experiments described here have powers several times higher that the eITB power threshhold scaling given in [26] . While magnetic islands are not always present during barrier formation, when they do occur, they provide a very strong constraint on q-profile simulations and modelling. The general success of the ASTRA simulations, the complexity of the experiments, the sensitivity of the results to details of the current profiles (fast electron diffusivity, Z eff shown here) and especially the availability of an additional very localized q-related measurement have motivated an increased complementary modelling effort using the free-boundary DINA-CH code [24] to address the issue of projecting measured quantities (e.g. TS profiles and ECCD profiles) onto the flux surfaces and simultaneously flux surface quantities into configuration space (e.g. chord integration of the emissivity to provide simulated DMPX signals). This effort should help reduce the uncertainties in, for example, the relative locations of measurements (TS and DMPX) and power deposition and clarify the primary cause of a slow barrier evolution when it occurs.
